
 

- One Click to create your Database. - Analyzes all the links of competitors. - Creates all the required tables
and analyzes all the data. - Calculates all the backlinks values. - User friendly interface. - Simple install and
use. - Fully customizable. - Works perfectly with all modern browsers (FF, IE, Opera, Chrome, Safari). -
Handles all website types, forums, newsgroups, blogs and other pages. - Search and rename the pages. -
Works with all versions of Windows. - Compatible with all SEO tools. - Fully configurable. - Searches for
Keywords in TITLE, KEYWORDS, DESCRIPTION and META INFO. - Can search for URLs, META
INFO, META KEYWORDS, META DESCRIPTION and META TITLE. - Can analyze all the META
INFO and META KEYWORDS of pages. - Can add all the pages of your site. - Analyzes the URL of the
pages. - Can add a text file with the URLs to analyze. - Fully configurable. - Can add some special
characters. - Can select the directory. - Can save all the results. - Can download the results as a text file. -
Can print the results. - Works with other SEO tools. - Fully configurable. - Analyzes all the links of your
site. - Shows the backlinks of all the pages of the site. - Shows the backlinks of all the pages of the site as a
chart. - Shows the backlinks of all the pages of the site as a list. - Shows the backlinks of all the pages of
the site as a list with the backlinks values. - Shows the backlinks of all the pages of the site as a graph. -
Shows the backlinks of all the pages of the site as a pie chart. - Shows the backlinks of all the pages of the
site as a map. - Shows the backlinks of all the pages of the site as a tree. - Shows the backlinks of all the
pages of the site as a table. - Shows the backlinks of all the pages of the site as a full page. - Fully
configurable. - Shows the backlinks of all the pages of the site as a site map. - Can export the results as a
CSV file. 70238732e0
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A macro-free keystroke recorder for all applications! No manual labor, no recording hassle. Easily use any
combination of keyboard keys! Export recorded macros to text for editing! Automatic Start and Stop.
Automatically record all macros Ability to Export All Recorded Macros to Text File! Detect and
automatically record keyboard macros! Edit Recorded Macros and export to text! Support all Windows
Versions including 2000, XP, Vista, 7 and 8! Keymacro keystroke recorder is a free utility that allows you
to record a series of keystrokes in any application. With Keymacro you don't need to record a lot of
keystrokes manually as the macro recorder makes the process easy, simply record all the keys you wish to
use. Keymacro allows you to capture, edit and export all recorded macros as a text file in multiple formats.
Keymacro macro recorder records all keyboard presses on the computer screen, and automatically detects
all keystrokes including the modifier keys such as Ctrl, Shift and Alt, and includes all the special
characters. It will automatically start and stop recording the keystrokes as you type. No manual labor is
required to record keystrokes. Simply load the software, start recording and you are done! Keymacro macro
recorder works as a spyware and adware helper. The software's keystroke recorder can be an useful tool to
see what people actually do online in their searches and browse through a web site. However, some people
may not like the fact that such a tool is watching them without their consent. Thankfully there are ways to
remove such spyware and adware from your computer without uninstalling the software completely. Here's
how to remove Keymacro macro recorder. Keymacro is a powerful keystroke recorder that captures,
records and exports all your keyboard keystrokes. Keymacro macro recorder is an useful tool that can be
used to see what people do online in their searches and browse through a web site. However, some people
may not like the fact that such a tool is watching them without their consent. Thankfully there are ways to
remove Keymacro macro recorder from your computer without uninstalling the software completely.
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Here's how to remove Keymacro macro recorder. Keymacro keystroke recorder is a free utility that allows
you to record a series of keystrokes in any application. With Keymacro you don't need to record a lot of
keystrokes manually as the macro recorder makes
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